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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
With recent advances in technologies such as machine learning and artificial intelligence, more and more data is generated, stored and
consumed. Embracing data as a foundation of digital economy, modern enterprises demand high speed, always-on, scalable platforms for
ingesting, storing, processing, and exposing ever growing volumes of data.
Designed with those goals in mind, DataStax Enterprise built on top of Apache Cassandra™ delivers what digital-first enterprises need to
compete in today’s high-speed, always-on, data-driven economy. Cassandra has become the leading distributed database technology,
driving many of today’s modern online applications. It offers continuous availability, high scalability and performance, strong security and
operational simplicity.
By the nature of use cases served by DataStax Enterprise and Apache Cassandra, production deployments reach thousands of nodes and
more. Having that scale of deployment mandates careful planning of underlying infrastructure in order to keep best-in-class TCO, while not
compromising on performance and scalability, both inside and outside of data centers.
Addressing that need, HPE brings to the table the Moonshot platform, designed and optimized for deployment of scale-out high-performance
data clusters with industry best TCO at the core, cloud and edge of customers application stacks.
The objective of this document is to describe reference architecture of DataStax Enterprise (DSE) running on HPE Moonshot, provide
performance figures, best practices and outline economic benefits of the joint HPE-DataStax solution for running on-premises and
hybrid cloud-based clusters of DSE on Moonshot.

“Customers want to focus on their business via an easy to install data processing
solution. HPE Moonshot combined with Saagie is the perfect solution.”
– Jérôme Tredan, General Director, Saagie

WHAT IS DATASTAX ENTERPRISE?
Built to address high speed, always-on and zero downtime, DataStax Enterprise represents the commercial version of the popular NoSQL
database Apache Cassandra. With its scale-out data infrastructure for enterprises, DataStax Enterprise (also referred to as DSE) enables any
workload on an active-everywhere, zero-downtime platform with zero lock-in and global scale.
Compared to the open source Apache Cassandra, DataStax Enterprise adds operational reliability, monitoring, and security layer hardened
by the largest internet apps and Fortune 100 companies.
Built-in advanced replication enables true edge-to-cloud scalability and database models. DataStax Enterprise 6.8 accelerates cloud-native
and bare-metal performance, supports more workload types from graph to search and analytics, and improves user productivity with
Kubernetes and APIs. This enables enterprises to build transformational data architectures for applications, microservices and experiences
that require data sovereignty, availability, scale, agility, and accessibility by any user.
More about DataStax Enterprise:
datastax.com/sites/default/files/content/datasheet/files/2020-04/5ypebYu4xqZOHlYsNU72flDft6n1ziJdxsUxOdoO.pdf
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The concept of NoSQL databases
Compared to conventional relational databases like Microsoft SQL, NoSQL databases use a different approach when it comes to storing and
managing data. Instead of having multiple tables connected to each other by relationships, tables in NoSQL databases are not connected or
linked with each other. Instead tables are independent of each other and are organized in keyspaces. Each keyspace can consist of multiple
tables and has specific attributes such as replication factor or consistency levels. Cassandra, and therefore DSE, is a column store database,
which means data is stored in columns compared to rows in traditional SQL databases. This means that data can be formatted differently
between rows in the same table.
By leveraging the NoSQL concept, enterprise organizations benefit from increased speed, agility, and performance efficiency when storing
large amounts of data such as transactions, logs or IoT sensor data. It also provides great flexibility and linear scaling as data is distributed
across multiple nodes (also known as a cluster) using a ring topology. Expanding this topology is simple, non-disruptive and the full
additional performance of the newly added node can be utilized, unlike with other relational database systems.
To distribute data across multiple nodes, NoSQL database systems organize data in partitions. Each partition has a partition key which is a
hash generated number based on the content of the defined partition column(s) of a table. The cluster has a token range of 0 to 2127-1. This
range is split across all available nodes inside a cluster, which means each node covers a specific range. The node in which the hash value
(partition key) of a data set falls is responsible for storing and serving that data. For example, if the hashed partition key of a new data set is
45, node number 1 will be responsible for storing that data according to Figure 1.
As mentioned above, as part of the keyspace creation the replication factor (RF) needs to be specified. This describes on how many nodes
data needs to be stored.
In Figure 1 RF has been set to three, which means every write has to be made to two additional nodes aside from the primary. When reading
from NoSQL clusters, the consistency level is specified which describes from how many nodes data needs to be read before handed over to
the client. This ensures that consistent data is handed back to a client. Consistency levels can be set from one to many, or quorum which
means the majority of the nodes which hold the data must return identical data (e.g., two out of three nodes).
To interact with a NoSQL cluster, specific query languages (e.g., Cassandra Query Language) and cluster aware drivers are required. Any
node in a NoSQL cluster can be used to connect to the cluster, even though it doesn’t store or serve the data requested. By doing this, that
specific node becomes the request coordinator and makes sure the RF and consistency levels are met.

FIGURE 1. NoSQL Cluster topology overview
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WHAT IS HPE MOONSHOT?
The HPE Moonshot System uses an innovative architecture that results from one simple design tenet: to align purpose-built servers with the
right workload to provide optimal results for your environment. Traditional servers rely on dedicated components, including management,
networking, storage, power cords, and cooling fans in a single chassis. In contrast, the Moonshot system shares these chassis components
and is capable of supporting up to 45 workload-optimized ProLiant Server Blades (each offering up to 16 Intel® Xeon® cores, 128 GB RAM,
and 16 TB NVMe SSD storage) in a compact 4.3U chassis. This gives you the ability to generate greater revenue from a smaller footprint
while driving down your operational costs. This is especially true when looking at vertically scalable workloads, like DataStax Enterprise and
Apache Cassandra.
Figure 2 illustrates a 4.3U Moonshot chassis, hosting up to 45 individual servers in the form factor of a plug-in blade. With multiple flavors of
blades, platform compute capabilities easily adjust to perfectly match the economy of a specific workload, hitting the ideal balance of
compute, power consumption, and cost.
HPE Moonshot is the best-in-class platform for running DataStax Enterprise clusters at scale:

FIGURE 2. The HPE Moonshot 1500 chassis with the Moonshot blade family for DataStax Enterprise

• Ideal compute footprint: Blades equipped from four up to 16 physical Intel Xeon cores makes HPE Moonshot a perfect choice for
deploying bare-metal DSE and Cassandra clusters at scale for any performance level. The “one-blade-per-one DSE node” deployment
mode hits the sweet spot in performance per node, while it does not present any of the operational complexities of running
DSE/Cassandra in virtualized or containerized environments, capacity penalties associated with a hypervisor or the “underutilization
problem,” typical for running DSE/Cassandra bare-metal on traditional larger server platforms.
• Ultimate density and scalability: With up to 45 bare-metal nodes in only 4.3U chassis, running DSE and Cassandra clusters on
Moonshot is the industry’s most dense deployment. With dual 10GbE network per node and inter-node switching built into the chassis,
HPE Moonshot provides best-in-class latency for inter-node communication of DSE/Cassandra cluster, while making scaling out the
cluster easy by plugging in more blades without any additional power or networking cabling.
• Scale to the Edge: With the EL4000 Chassis, which takes up to 4 HPE Moonshot blades and can operate them outside the data center at
your choice of location, such as gas stations, warehouses, and industrial plants while keeping one architecture.
• Optimized blade architecture: Each Moonshot blade is equipped with NVMe modules for storage, which enables unparalleled I/O for
DSE/Cassandra nodes and significantly decreases overall latency of the cluster. Combined with dual-Mellanox 10 Gbps low latency
network and bare-metal deployment of DSE/Cassandra, HPE Moonshot delivers best-in-class performance for DSE/Cassandra
deployments.
• Optimized TCO: HPE Moonshot platform provides lowest CAPEX and OPEX for deployment and operating DSE/Cassandra clusters.
Based on the power and cost optimized Intel Xeon CPU line, the HPE Moonshot blade line up consumes 2X less power per node when
compared to traditional server systems with similar performance footprints.

NOTE
Mixing Moonshot ProLiant m750 blades with other Moonshot blades (like m710x-L and m510) within a 1500 Chassis is currently not
supported due to Chassis Manager 2 (CM2) restrictions.
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DATASTAX ENTERPRISE ON MOONSHOT
Running more than 3000 DSE and Cassandra production nodes and storing more than 10 PB data worldwide to date, HPE Moonshot is the
platform with proven best-in-class performance and TCO for scalable DSE and Cassandra deployments. The close relationship between
DataStax and HPE ensures optimal compatibility and performance on HPE Moonshot systems.
Figure 3 illustrates different use cases served by HPE Moonshot, based on different flavors of blades.

FIGURE 3. DSE Performance tiers on HPE Moonshot

• DSE “Entry” illustrates a use case where DSE cluster is storing larger amount of lower velocity data. It is served by m710x-L blades with
up to 16 TB of NVMe storage per node and provides up to 4 physical CPU cores per blade, while providing a lower cost solution for DSE
infrastructure.
• DSE “Medium” represents a balanced I/O to volume use case, with each DSE node served by up to 8 physical cores per blade.
• DSE “Advanced” illustrates a high performing DSE node cluster, with the potential to run additional value-add features of DSE on top of an
underlying database (such as DSE Analytics, DSE Search, etc.).
The outlined Moonshot performance tiers ensure best performance and TCO ratio for a wide spread of workloads. Both the DataStax and
the Moonshot architectures allow granular scaling by adding independent blades as the environment grows, and in contrast to relational
databases, DataStax Enterprise can take full advantage of newly added cluster nodes.
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HPE ProLiant m750 DSE performance benchmark
The m750 offers new levels of performance for DSE and NoSQL clusters. Physical DSE instances, high frequency cores and low latency
NVMe drives on the blade paired with a low latency built-in network fabric accelerate distributed databases to new performance levels.
Compared to previous generation Moonshot blades, the m750 offers up to 70% more write IOPS and up to 20% more mixed workload IOPS.
HPE conducted testing on a 15 node m750 cluster located in a single 1500 chassis and used NoSQLBench to simulate typical IoT
workloads.
Latency of 15 node m750 cluster in ms
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With throughput reaching 56K IOPS per node while maintaining low latency, HPE Moonshot demonstrates the benefits of right-sized
bare-metal DSE deployments with optimal TCO. Due to its independent blade architecture, performance scales linearly across single or
multiple chassis.
Total throughput per 45 blade m750 chassis
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This translates into impressive numbers based on the 5U deployment footprint of a single HPE Moonshot chassis:
• Up to 2.4M write workload IOPS
• Up to 1.0M mixed workload IOPS
• Up to 0.9M read workload IOPS
Testing was conducted after the cluster was ramped up to ensure benchmark data will be written to the drives and a realistic real-world
behavior is simulated.
Further details of the tested configuration are outlined in the Configuration and Appendix section of this document.
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Scaling to the Edge with DSE Advanced Replication
Complementing scalable centralized on-premises and hybrid deployments of DSE on Moonshot, HPE brings additional flexibility into DSE
deployment with the Edge-to-Core architecture based on DSE Advanced Replication and HPE Edgeline platforms.
Many enterprises in manufacturing, oil and gas, retail and other industries are looking for a database technology which can support
massively distributed data over small remote locations with sporadic connectivity, while maintaining data availability and consistency
between sites. DSE addresses that need with DSE Advanced Replication mechanisms, while HPE brings unique edge-optimized Edgeline
platforms designed specifically to address challenges of remote edge locations.

FIGURE 4. True Edge-to-Core DSE deployments with DSE Advanced Replication, HPE Moonshot, and Edgeline

HPE enables that architecture with Edgeline EL1000 and EL4000 platforms. While designed as fully ruggedized secure enclosures with full
remote manageability, the EL1000 and EL4000 platforms leverage the same compute blades as HPE Moonshot platform. That brings the
same unrivaled performance of right-sized bare-metal DSE nodes from the core to the very edge of enterprise while keeping operations,
spare part management, and infrastructure planning simple and consistent between edge and core.
With the 1500 chassis running at the core of the enterprise infrastructure, customers can benefit from a single platform and architecture
scaling vertically across multiple locations and edges, bringing the power of DataStax Enterprise to where data is generated, ingested, and
processed.
When using the high tier m750 Advanced DSE node, additional features from DataStax, such as DSE Analytics, DSE Search, and DSE Graph
are supported.
• DSE analytics: Based on Apache Spark™, allows customers to easily generate ad-hoc reports, target clients with personalization, and
process real-time streams of data. The analytics toolset enables operators to write code once and then use it for both real-time and batch
workloads.
• DSE search: Allows customers to quickly find data and provide a modern search experience for your users, helping you create features
like product catalogs, document repositories, ad-hoc reporting engines, and more.
• DSE graph: Is a distributed graph database that is optimized for fast data storage and traversals, zero downtime, and analysis of complex,
disparate, and related data sets in real-time. It is capable of scaling to massive data sets and executing both transactional and analytical
workloads.
The complete DSE feature set paired with the scalability and performance of HPE Moonshot and Edgeline allows customers to gain data
insights anywhere at any time.
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CONFIGURATION GUIDE AND BILL OF MATERIALS
Operating system and deployment
HPE Moonshot offers 45 dedicated compute nodes inside a single data center chassis. This may raise questions regarding operating system
deployment and management at scale. HPE offers the Performance Cluster Manager to manage and deploy Moonshot blades at scale. This
includes auto-install features such as Kickstart, AutoYaST, and Preseed. In addition to that, the Performance Cluster Manager has an
integrated golden image capture and deployment feature which allows customers to create a reference image, capture it, and distributed it
to any number of identical Moonshot blades at the same time.
For HPE’s internal testing on m750 RHEL 7.6 with HPE Performance Cluster Manager v1.0 was used with a golden image distribution
approach.

FIGURE 5. HPE Performance Cluster Manager managing Moonshot m750 blades

Of course, there are quite a few ways to deploy the operating system (OS) to HPE Moonshot. Any other image deployment or configuration
management utility can be used depending on the best practices of the organization.

Networking
When configuring the solution, the HPE Moonshot chassis uplink module should be connected directly to the Top of Rack (TOR) switch
using a 40GbE QSFP+ port. If your TOR switch does not have 40GbE ports, you may use the 16SFP+ Uplink module instead of the 4QSFP+
uplink module and configure the switch for a Link Aggregation Group (LAG) with multiple 10GbE links running from the uplink module to
the TOR switch. In a multiple-chassis configuration, each uplink module should be connected to the TOR switch in a manner similar to above.
Alternatively, chassis uplink modules may be stacked together. Please refer to the Moonshot Networking Guide for more information.
support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=c04497533
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Storage on the blades
Each HPE Moonshot ProLiant m750 server blade is capable of running up to 4 NVMe drives and one SATA drive. For the test configuration
HPE used one 240 GB SATA drive to host the OS and two separate NVMe drives for data and cache storage.
The following configuration was used:
Drive

Capacity

Type

Bus width

Mount point

Used as

SATA 1

240 GB

Mixed use

x1

/sda

OS drive

NVMe 1

960 GB

Mixed use

x4

/nvme1

Data drive

NVMe 2

960 GB

Mixed use

x4

/nvme2

Cache drive

DataStax Enterprise
DataStax Enterprise can be deployed several ways: via tarball, via OS-specific packages (rpm, deb), or via DataStax Lifecycle Manager (LCM),
which also includes DataStax OpsCenter, a visual management console, simplifying the control and monitoring of complex clusters and
deployments across multiple chassis, racks, and locations. LCM and OpsCenter make it easy to manage Apache Cassandra and DataStax
Enterprise clusters by giving administrators, architects, and developers an at-a-glance view of the system from a centralized dashboard.
OpsCenter and LCM install seamlessly and give system operators the flexibility to monitor and manage even the most complex workloads
with ease from any web browser.
Alongside LCM and OpsCenter, DataStax offers great Grafana dashboards and Prometheus integrations for advanced monitoring and
reporting. HPE highly recommends using these tools to manage DataStax environments.
HPE used DataStax Enterprise 6.8.0 with LCM and OpsCenter. Installation bits as well as additional components (such as Cassandra query
language drivers, bulk data loaders and query tools) can be found at datastax.com/download.

FIGURE 6. DataStax OpsCenter and Grafana Dashboard showing the m750 test cluster

To install DataStax LCM and OpsCenter and deploy DataStax Enterprise
1. Visit datastax.com/download to download DataStax Enterprise documentation, tarball files and drivers as well as OpsCenter and LCM.
2. Make sure that your OS package manager is configured, and you have set any necessary parameters for proxy and internet gateway on
your operating system or golden image.
3. Configure your package manager to access the DataStax repository applicable to your OS, then install and start OpsCenter on a single
machine:
a. Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®: docs.datastax.com/en/install/6.8/install/opscInstallRHEL.html
b. Debian: docs.datastax.com/en/install/6.8/install/opscInstallDeb.html
c. Other Linux: docs.datastax.com/en/install/6.8/install/opscInstallTar.html
d. Docker: docs.datastax.com/en/install/6.8/install/opscDocker.html
4. Once installed and started, navigate to the OpsCenter webGUI:opscenter-host:8888/
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5. Select “Create a new cluster,” and follow the prompts, entering the cluster name, data centers, and the IP address details of your systems
as well as your system credentials. You will also need to create a repository (online or offline) and a configuration profile. For the HPE
used configuration profile see Appendix, cassandra.yaml. For more detailed steps visit
docs.datastax.com/en/opscenter/6.8/opsc/LCM/opscLCMInstallDSE.html
6. Make sure to check the configuration profile for any specific settings applicable to your environment, such as data directory location, and
enabling Native Transport if your application requires it.
7. When ready to deploy, go to Clusters, select your cluster and click the three dots next to it. Click “Install” and confirm the prompt. Once
confirmed there will be a link to the active jobs.
8. Click the link or go to Jobs. You will see your task running. By clicking the arrow on the job, you can drill down to sub tasks on specific
nodes and you will see current job status and actions. This is especially helpful in case of an error.
9. Packages will be installed via the internet, and the cluster will be functional within a few minutes.
10. Once installed, the cluster will automatically show up in OpsCenter Monitoring, accessible directly from LCM.

NOTE
All links provided in this section are current and up to date as of the creation date of this document. External links can change without notice
at any time. HPE does not guarantee that the links are up to date, incorporate security fixes or point to the latest version.

NoSQLBench
To benchmark the new Moonshot ProLiant m750 blade, HPE used NoSQLBench (an open source evolution of DSBench) which can be
obtained here: datastax.com/blog/2020/03/nosqlbench
Compared to other benchmark tools for NoSQL environments, NoSQLBench offers more production realistic workload scenarios to help to
assess true system performance. An additional benefit of NoSQLBench is the scalability and flexibility it offers when benchmarking larger
systems. HPE used up to 30 nodes to run NoSQLBench against the m750 cluster to saturate the system and simulate real-world stress
scenarios.
To highlight Moonshot’s capability to deliver breakthrough performance from edge to cloud, HPE ran the IoT sample activity with
NoSQLBench. The content of this baseline can be found in the appendix of this document.
Before the read, mixed, and write benchmarks, the system was ramped up with 2 TB of data. Keyspaces were not purged in between runs.

BoM of the tested configuration
This bill of materials represents an example HPE Moonshot configuration for a DSE bare-metal cluster of 45 “Advanced” Nodes
reaching >2.5M IOPS (write-intensive) and providing up to 45 TB raw storage for DSE data.
Quantity

Part number

Description

1

P18680-B21

HPE Moonshot 1500 Configure-to-order 2.0 Chassis

2

704652-B21

HPE Moonshot-4QSFP+ Uplink Module Kit

2

704654-B21

HPE Moonshot-45XGc Switch Module Kit

45

P17342-B21

HPE ProLiant m750 E-2286M 5.0GHz 8-core 45W Configure-to-order Blade Server

180

P22156-B21

HPE 32GB 2Rx8 DDR4-2933Y-T Kit

45

866844-B21

HPE 240GB SATA M.2 2242 Solid State Drive Field Upgradable Kit

90

P05892-B21

HPE Edgeline 960GB NVMe x4 Lanes Mixed Use M.2 22110 3yr Wty Extended Temperature SSD

4

684532-B21

HPE 1500W Common Slot Platinum Plus Power Supply Kit

1

681254-B21

HPE 4.3U Server Rail Kit

1

681260-B21

HPE 0.66U Spacer Blank Kit

45

E6U64ABE

HPE iLO Advanced Electronic License with 3yr Support on iLO Licensed Features

NOTE

Part numbers are subject to change. The bill of materials does not include complete support options or other rack and power requirements.
If you have questions regarding ordering, please consult your HPE Sales Representative or authorized reseller for more details.
hpe.com/us/en/contact-hpe.html
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CONCLUSION
The combination of DataStax Enterprise and HPE Moonshot aligns very well as both architectures scale linearly and granularly without
sacrificing performance or efficiency. Databases, regardless of their architecture, always perform best when running bare-metal in a
non-shared environment. In the past this has proven to be inefficient and complex to manage, resulting in higher OPEX costs. With its
small workload-specific compute blades, Moonshot enables an extraordinary performance and granular scaling, while driving down OPEX
cost by reducing power, cooling, networking, and management complexity.
Bare-metal deployments have never been easier than using the HPE Performance Cluster Manager to quickly deploy blades, and the
DataStax Lifecycle Manager to configure, maintain, and upgrade nodes, all while benefiting from super-fast NVMe storage and physical CPU
cores and speeds.
From small DevOps environments to large multi-chassis deployments, Moonshot has you covered, giving you the right amount of compute
and storage resources using different tiers of blades. When applications and use cases demand scale-out to the edge, the HPE Edgeline
family, based on HPE Moonshot blades, delivers the same performance and architecture wherever and whenever needed.
Overall, Moonshot is the ideal platform to power your next-generation NoSQL deployment.

LEARN MORE AT
hpe.com/us/en/servers/moonshot.html
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APPENDIX—TESTING PARAMETERS
Reference workload (cql-iot.yaml) of NoSQLBench
# dsbench -v run type=cql yaml=baselines/cql-iot tags=phase:schema host=dsehost
bindings:
machine_id: Mod(<<sources:10000>>); ToHashedUUID() -> java.util.UUID
sensor_name: HashedLineToString('data/variable_words.txt')
time: Mul(<<timespeed:100>>L); Div(<<sources:10000>>L); ToDate()
cell_timestamp: Mul(<<timespeed:100>>L); Div(<<sources:10000>>L); Mul(1000L)
sensor_value: Normal(0.0,5.0); Add(100.0) -> double
station_id: Div(<<sources:10000>>);Mod(<<stations:100>>); ToHashedUUID() -> java.util.UUID
data: HashedFileExtractToString('data/lorem_ipsum_full.txt',800,1200)
blocks:
- tags:
phase: schema
params:
prepared: false
statements:
- create-keyspace: |
create keyspace if not exists <<keyspace:baselines>>
WITH replication = {'class': 'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor': '<<rf:1>>'}
AND durable_writes = true;
tags:
name: create-keyspace
- create-table : |
create table if not exists <<keyspace:baselines>>.<<table:iot>> (
machine_id UUID,

// source machine

sensor_name text,

// sensor name

time timestamp,

// timestamp of collection

sensor_value double, //
station_id UUID,

// source location

data text,
PRIMARY KEY ((machine_id, sensor_name), time)
) WITH CLUSTERING ORDER BY (time DESC)
AND compression = { 'sstable_compression' : '<<compression:LZ4Compressor>>' }
AND nodesync={'enabled': 'true'}
AND compaction = {
'class': 'TimeWindowCompactionStrategy',
'compaction_window_size': <<expiry_minutes:60>>,
'compaction_window_unit': 'MINUTES',
'split_during_flush': true
};
tags:
name: create-table
- truncate-table: |
truncate table <<keyspace:baselines>>.<<table:iot>>;
tags:
name: truncate-table
- tags:
phase: rampup
params:
cl: <<write_cl:LOCAL_QUORUM>>
statements:
- insert-rampup: |
insert into

<<keyspace:baselines>>.<<table:iot>>
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(machine_id, sensor_name, time, sensor_value, station_id, data)
values ({machine_id}, {sensor_name}, {time}, {sensor_value}, {station_id}, {data})
using timestamp {cell_timestamp}
idempotent: true
tags:
name: insert-rampup
- tags:
phase: verify
type: read
params:
ratio: 1
cl: <<read_cl:LOCAL_QUORUM>>
statements:
- select-verify: |
select * from <<keyspace:baselines>>.<<table:iot>>
where machine_id={machine_id} and sensor_name={sensor_name} and time={time};
verify-fields: "*, -cell_timestamp"
tags:
name: select-verify
- tags:
phase: main
type: read
params:
ratio: <<read_ratio:1>>
cl: <<read_cl:LOCAL_QUORUM>>
statements:
- select-read: |
select * from <<keyspace:baselines>>.<<table:iot>>
where machine_id={machine_id} and sensor_name={sensor_name}
limit <<limit:10>>
tags:
name: select-read
- tags:
phase: main
type: write
params:
ratio: <<write_ratio:9>>
cl: <<write_cl:LOCAL_QUORUM>>
statements:
- insert-main: |
insert into <<keyspace:baselines>>.<<table:iot>>
(machine_id, sensor_name, time, sensor_value, station_id, data)
values ({machine_id}, {sensor_name}, {time}, {sensor_value}, {station_id}, {data})
using timestamp {cell_timestamp}
idempotent: true
tags:
name: insert-main
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Reference configuration (cassandra.yaml) of the m750 test cluster
permissions_cache_max_entries: 1000
ssl_storage_port: 7001
guardrails:
batch_size_fail_threshold_in_kb: 640
tombstone_warn_threshold: 1000
tombstone_failure_threshold: 100000
batch_size_warn_threshold_in_kb: 64
partition_size_warn_threshold_in_mb: 100
storage_port: 7000
backup_service:
enabled: false
continuous_paging:
max_concurrent_sessions: 60
max_session_pages: 4
max_page_size_mb: 8
max_local_query_time_ms: 5000
client_timeout_sec: 600
cancel_timeout_sec: 5
paused_check_interval_ms: 1
batchlog_replay_throttle_in_kb: 1024
commit_failure_policy: stop
native_transport_max_frame_size_in_mb: 256
commitlog_segment_size_in_mb: 32
memtable_flush_writers: 8
client_encryption_options:
enabled: false
inter_dc_tcp_nodelay: false
column_index_cache_size_in_kb: 2
internode_authenticator: org.apache.cassandra.auth.AllowAllInternodeAuthenticator
max_value_size_in_mb: 256
authorizer: com.datastax.bdp.cassandra.auth.DseAuthorizer
listen_on_broadcast_address: false
row_cache_save_period: 0
row_cache_class_name: org.apache.cassandra.cache.OHCProvider
native_transport_allow_older_protocols: true
disk_failure_policy: stop
native_transport_port: 9042
enable_user_defined_functions_threads: true
server_encryption_options:
internode_encryption: none
dynamic_snitch_reset_interval_in_ms: 600000
compaction_throughput_mb_per_sec: 16
data_file_directories:
- /nvme1/cassandra/data
role_manager: com.datastax.bdp.cassandra.auth.DseRoleManager
leaks_detection_params:
sampling_probability: 0.01
max_stacks_cache_size_mb: 32
num_access_records: 0
max_stack_depth: 30
column_index_size_in_kb: 16
windows_timer_interval: 1
rpc_keepalive: true
commitlog_total_space_in_mb: 8192
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nodesync:
rate_in_kb: 1024
snapshot_before_compaction: false
tracetype_query_ttl: 86400
pick_level_on_streaming: true
system_keyspaces_filtering: false
row_cache_size_in_mb: 0
tracetype_repair_ttl: 604800
native_transport_address: 192.168.1.176
auto_bootstrap: true
commitlog_sync: periodic
concurrent_validations: 0
disk_optimization_strategy: ssd
counter_cache_save_period: 7200
emulate_dbaas_defaults: false
user_defined_function_warn_micros: 500
back_pressure_enabled: false
user_defined_function_fail_micros: 10000
slow_query_log_timeout_in_ms: 500
trickle_fsync: true
streaming_keep_alive_period_in_secs: 300
io_global_queue_depth: 128
write_request_timeout_in_ms: 3000
initial_token: '-9223372036854775808'
incremental_backups: false
truncate_request_timeout_in_ms: 60000
enable_scripted_user_defined_functions: false
read_request_timeout_in_ms: 5000
request_timeout_in_ms: 10000
start_native_transport: true
metadata_directory: /var/lib/cassandra/metadata
concurrent_materialized_view_builders: 2
memtable_allocation_type: offheap_objects
saved_caches_directory: /nvme2/cassandra/saved_caches
transparent_data_encryption_options:
enabled: false
chunk_length_kb: 64
cipher: AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding
key_alias: testing:1
internode_compression: dc
authenticator: com.datastax.bdp.cassandra.auth.DseAuthenticator
phi_convict_threshold: 8
max_hints_delivery_threads: 2
cross_node_timeout: false
partitioner: org.apache.cassandra.dht.Murmur3Partitioner
max_pending_lw_transactions: 10000
hinted_handoff_enabled: true
hints_flush_period_in_ms: 10000
enable_user_defined_functions: false
hinted_handoff_throttle_in_kb: 1024
max_hint_window_in_ms: 10800000
otc_coalescing_strategy: DISABLED
user_defined_function_warn_heap_mb: 200
auto_snapshot: true
cdc_raw_directory: /var/lib/cassandra/cdc_raw
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range_request_timeout_in_ms: 10000
user_function_timeout_policy: die
stream_throughput_outbound_megabits_per_sec: 200
commitlog_directory: /nvme2/cassandra/commitlog
sstable_preemptive_open_interval_in_mb: 50
seed_provider:
- class_name: org.apache.cassandra.locator.SimpleSeedProvider
parameters:
- seeds: 192.168.1.176, 192.168.3.122, 192.168.3.123
dynamic_snitch_update_interval_in_ms: 100
trickle_fsync_interval_in_kb: 10240
listen_address: 192.168.1.176
commitlog_sync_period_in_ms: 10000
cdc_enabled: false
max_hints_file_size_in_mb: 128
counter_write_request_timeout_in_ms: 5000
zerocopy_streaming_enabled: true
cluster_name: Moonshot
memtable_space_in_mb: 512
zerocopy_max_sstables: 256
endpoint_snitch: GossipingPropertyFileSnitch
cross_dc_rtt_in_ms: 0
streaming_connections_per_host: 1
hints_directory: /var/lib/cassandra/hints
dynamic_snitch_badness_threshold: 0.1
concurrent_lw_transactions: 128
native_transport_broadcast_address: 192.168.1.176
native_transport_max_concurrent_connections_per_ip: -1
broadcast_address: 192.168.1.176
user_defined_function_fail_heap_mb: 500
permissions_validity_in_ms: 120000
roles_validity_in_ms: 120000
cas_contention_timeout_in_ms: 1000
seed_gossip_probability: 1.0
zerocopy_max_unused_metadata_in_mb: 200
native_transport_max_concurrent_connections: -1
aggregated_request_timeout_in_ms: 120000
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